The following changes have been made to School IPM 2015. Trivial changes not substantially affecting technical content or interpretation are not reported.

**Version 2.0, TBA**

**General**
- Revised language several commenters considered inflammatory and unnecessary, e.g., changed “toxic pesticides” to “pesticides” throughout.

**Acknowledgements.**
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- Acknowledged additional commenters.

**Foreword**
- New section, explains PMSPs and provides link to IPM Centers website

**Chapter 1. Executive Summary**
- Added references including to documented pest and pesticide reductions in schools and other public buildings.
- Added definition and references to the IPM continuum, and to Table 2.1 which describes high-level IPM for schools.

**Chapter 2. Introduction**
- Added description of IPM continuum and references, and moved Table 2.1 from Chapter 4 to clarify description of ‘high-level IPM’.
- Updated school enrollment figures.
- Added original citations for association between asthma and pests and pesticides.
- Updated school legislation reference.

**Chapter 3. Priorities**
- Added links to regional and Arizona priorities.

**Chapter 4. Strategic Plan**
- Updated objectives and timeline to reflect completed and outstanding objectives.

**Chapter 5. Reworded introduction for clarity. Added explanations for several unfamiliar terms.**

**Chapter 6. Overview of Pest Management in Schools**
- Added box elder bugs, turf fungal diseases to Table 6.1.

**Chapter 7. Management Zones**
- Substantially revised Table 7.1, pesticides section related to posting and notification, and preferred pesticides.
Chapter 8. Pest Specific
- Revised cautions on use of pesticides in introduction to section.
- Revised table sub-headings to emphasize products listed are examples only.
- Revised bat, bird sections substantially to reflect detailed comments received. Minor revisions to other sections.
- Added bed bug section.
- Changed title of section on occasional invaders to reflect inclusion of other infrequent pests.
- Turf and landscape section: Added comments re C3 vs. C4 turfgrass species. Added multiple citations to use of compost, compost tea.

Appendix B. School Pest Management-related Legislation by State
- Updated version inserted.

Appendix C. School Report Card
- Revised to indicate less-than-annual frequency, with next circulation planned by 2012.

Appendix D. Glossary
- Added entries for bioremediation, endophyte, swarm.

Appendix K. State and Regional IPM Contacts
- Updated contact information.

Appendix F. References
- Added several new references.
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